
ABSTRACT  
 

This work deals with the issue of dual diagnosis, namely patients with schizophrenic 

disease who are addicted to drugs and their view of the anxiety process. Theoretical 

background research is devoted to schizophrenic disease, addictive disorders and specifics in 

the treatment of patients with dual diagnosis. 

The aim of this research was to find out how users of addictive substances with a 

schizophrenic circuit disorder evaluate and experience the process of their anxiety. 

To create the above goal, I set the main research question, concretized by three sub-

questions: (1) How do drug users with schizophrenic disorders assess and experience the 

process of their anxiety? (1.1.) „How do drug users with schizophrenic disorders have insight 

into their difficulties in treatment?“ (1.2.) „How the level of these difficulties changed before 

the end of treatment“? (1.3.) „What aspects of recovery do these patients consider 

important?” 

The research set was selected by methods of improbable purpose. The research 

group finally consisted of four patients, i.e. hospitalized in the Psychiatric Hospital X. Sources 

of data for the case study in this case are medical documentation of patients (anamnestic 

data, records of group and individual therapies) and semi-structured interviews. The 

obtained data fixed by audio recording were analyzed in a case study for subsequent 

interpretation and conclusions using interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA). 

The results supported the growing awareness that overall recovery, according to the 

subjective message of these patients, includes goals other than mere abstinence from the 

substance or mental stability in the underlying mental illness. According to these patients, 

the most frequent aspect of healing was the improvement or acquisition of some stable and 

meaningful relationships. It was also mentioned to get some stable work, housing, achieving 

inner peace or freedom outside hospitalization. 

The research was a pilot project, carried out in collaboration with four specific 

patients, so the result of the study cannot be more widely generalized. However, further 

research into this area of medical care, which has so far been very little studied, can be 

recommended. 
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